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ERITREA IS STILL UNDER ATTACK BY THE OPPOSITION 

AGITATORS 
  

By: Yemane Tsegay 

July 1/2020  
 

The Opposition Agitators are following what they are told to do: to attack the Eritrean Government 

through the UN Human Rights Council.  This is the tactic that all progressives follows. 

I.   The Anti Eritrean Plan 

They were explicitly instructed to do this by the past Obama Administration and it was Obama’s  

Administration that help to mold and unify and modernize the Eritrean opposition agitators by 

aggressively implementing the two past sanctions successfully and were passed as anti Eritrean sovereign 

rights that we the Eritrean masses have felt that the UN Human Rights Council are denying us our 

nation’s right to exist.  They even attempted to pass a third sanction that ultimately failed.  These are 

some of the worst examples given from the past that exited and galvanized them to remain as permanent 

agitators against the government and the nation of Eritrea.  It was the Obama administration that 

orchestrated that plan to constantly attacking Eritrea through the UN HR Council. 

These agitators are continuously criticizing Eritrea by saying there is no democracy or publically elected 

officials by the people of Eritrea.  But, instead Eritrea has a one man dictatorship running  the country by 

a socialist based ideology.  Their criticism have no merit, in fact the nation has been practicing and 

achieving many planned developmental goals.  The government have been using all available Eritrea’s 

manpower to work together in tackling different sectors of Eritrean society one by one such as: national 

self sustaining food programs, having self sufficient water aqua system for everyone.  In addition, 

tackling the national electrical grid throughout Eritrea.  Eritrea is also, building  health and educational 

centers in all the major cities of Eritrea.  

Despite all of that, Eritrea’s antagonists  continue to blame for everything and is centered around the 

unenacted 1997 constitution.  Just for the sake of argument if we let that constitution enacted, we would 

be allowing constitutionally any deviant anti social anti Eritrean cultural values to perform a legalized 

form of marriage between the same sexes and they will be issued a license that could  promote and 

facilitate for the LGBTQ life styles.  (See 1997 Eritrean constitution Art. 14 (2) ), which will  exacerbate 

the massive health crises; that, has been occurring in Eritrea for the past 30 years of the highest AIDS rate 

in the Sub Sahara Africa.  We already have the virus and by legalizing it, only more Eritreans would die 

from this newly sanctioned life styles. 

  

http://confinder.richmond.edu/admin/docs/Eritrea1997English.pdf
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Going back to the issue of the 1997 constitution,  if we allow it be enacted, it will  ultimately end the 

Eritrean regime not to be governed under the EPLF/PFDJ ideologically driven administration;  they will 

favor a constitution that empowers the socially ill progressive individuals who engages in the LGBTQ life 

styles.   These can happen through the legal manipulations of the law and eventually will be the majority 

of the Eritrean citizens. Under the scenario of the 1997 constitution allowed to become the supreme law, 

many Eritrean citizens inside the country will be infected with HIV from sexually transmitted diseases 

and will be dying of AIDS.  Isn’t this the ultimate goal of the agitators to destroy Eritrea from the Inside 

Out like a virus would?” 

II.   Bereket the Author of the 1997 unenacted constitution 

 Bereket Keshi H/Selassie 

Bereket who authored the 1997 unenacted Eritrean constitution has engaged in 

fraudulent activities as written in that constitution that he delivered to the Eritrean 

Government.  But finally he realized that the Government has figured out his 

malice constitution and how detrimental it would be to the National Society of Eritrea; he is now 

so shocked and worried that the Eritrean Government have decided to never enact his devious 

constitution and they chose to draft  their own national constitution.  The government of Eritrea 

has an obligation to investigate the overwhelming crime of Bereket based on the unenenacted 

1997 constitution alone against the nation of Eritrea and its people for knowingly writing a 

completely fraudulent constitution.  It is in this context that he felt truly the government of 

Eritrea has already investigated the issue and could prosecute him legally.  He is also worried 

that the government has full evidence of long list of his criminal activities of his writings one 

sided fraudulent agreements.   

That was the main reason that he quickly contacted his friend Prof. Joseph Eliot from the 

(Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa) to set up a quick forum and released another fraudulently 

created statement with criminal intent that he offered in which the profesor reported: “As I will 

show in what follows, the U.N. recommendations to implement Eritrea’s 1997 Constitution are 

misguided,  If  acted on, the Constitution would likely become a procedural facade behind which 

Eritrea’s two large nationalities would continue to dominate and dispossess its eight smaller 

nationalities, as is happening today. Over time, with the dictatorship removed, Eritrea would 

probably descend into a protracted civil conflict between national communities, perhaps spilling 
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over into neighboring countries, with uncertain outcomes for geopolitics and devastating consequences 

for human rights”. 

Then, he continuously reported that:  “Eritrea is multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-lingual. The 1997 

Constitution creates a highly centralized Stalinist structure that experience teaches does not work in 

deeply diverse democracies. Eritrea requires a power sharing constitution, fabricated in a proper 

negotiated process”.  He carried on and said: “Implementing the 1997 Constitution would likely bring 

Eritrea’s two large nationalities into conflict with its eight smaller nationalities with high risk for violent 

civil strife that could spill over into neighboring countries. This is concerning for geopolitics and would 

be devastating for human rights”.  For more detailed information click here. 

III.   Who is Joseph Eliot? 

Prof. Joseph Eliot has a long history of advocating for a one sided view that he is always 

motivated by monetary financial benefit, he is approaching the Eritrean Afar without the 

consent of the Eritrean Government under the guise of helping them through 

Humanitarian Aid;  but in reality he is wishing that financially benefiting once the 

Eritrean Afar would have a possession of the Danakil Depression and its surrounding 

land.  That Eritrean land happens to be rich in potash oil gold,  he could have an access alone  or with all 

the companies who hired him to possibly extract all the mineral rich deposits such as the: potash, gold, oil 

etc and others that can easily mined in that area.  He is setting up meetings with the Afar  fighters and 

clans to directly  facilitating them to form their own government.  To do the job successfully he 

expressed openly his satisfaction by confirming that he is in agreement with them when they announce 

their formation of the Eritrean Afar State in Exile, a justification of a succeeding attempt from Eritrea to 

form their own nation.  Then, that would be easy to financially backed by progressive nations around the 

world such as Israel, USA, and other social progressive European countries as: (Iceland, Norway, 

Switzerland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany and Austria). 

Prof. Joseph Eliot, a very interesting person who entered Eritrean land through Tigray of Ethiopia in an 

effort to monetarily benefit him if he could obtain the Eritrean mineral resources.  He is a very ambitious 

person to enrich himself and without carrying the proper entry visa documentation he set a foot on 

Eritrean land illegally, he is engaging in the espionage against the Nation of Eritrea.  Now, his outlawed 

activities will be investigated and he could be set up for prosecution by the Eritrean judicial system so that 

he would remain in an Eritrean prison for his duration of his life.     

https://brill.com/view/journals/ajls/8/3-4/article-p237_3.xml?language=en
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At this moment, the progressives see an opportunity to use the same tactic that they have used to break 

away the South Sudan from the larger Sudan.   They believe by using the same crooked plan that the same 

thing would happen to Eritrea when the Afar break away from the larger Eritrea to form their own nation 

that would allow direct access to foreign imperialistic powers to Eritrea’s large reserves of potash, oil, 

gold etc,, 

 All of these activists such as: Joseph Eliot, Bereket Habteselassie, Obama, Sheila, all the Opposition 

Organizers and Agitators are financially based.  These are all designed for financial compensations for 

them to recoup their loss to these effort.  At the end all these activists are following what was originally 

designed by Clinton and Obama to cripple Eritrea financially by stealing a massive source of its revenue 

in the form of easily extractable resources of gold, potash, oil etc.  

 

IV.   Eritrea’s Legal Action Against Any Infringement   

 

The National Security Strategy of the nation of Eritrea could be impacted by these two individuals: 

Bereket Habtesellasie and Prof. Joseph Eliot.   Prof. Joseph Eliot committed crime by intruding into 

Eritrean land for espionage in an unlawful activities against its legal sovereignty; Any intruder who 

knowingly infringe on Eritrea’s sovereign legal rights, he should understand that he or she will be legally 

investigated and prosecuted.  

Eritrea will exercise its sovereign legal rights against Prof. Joseph Eliot that he is infringing against the 

nation of Eritrea in facilitating a separatist group from Eritrea as well as  obtaining military, political, 

commercial secrets through espionage.  He will be prosecuted so that Eritrea will recoup its damage that 

has incurred as well as Eritrea has the legal right to contact and write a letter to the chancellor of the 

Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa or where he is currently teaching and report him to the chancellor 

about his legal status in reference to the nation of Eritrea and request his removal from that university 

immediately.  It is unlawful to utilize the equipment of the university or to hold meetings or functions 

against the nation of Eritrea. 

Bereket who authored the 1997 unenacted Eritrean constitution knowingly writing a completely 

fraudulent constitution, must be prosecuted at this time in Eritrean judicial system. 

From here on “no one shall infringe on Eritrea’s sovereign Rights ever again”. 

 

 


